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KEY=1 - KENNEDI MATA
Her Royal Spyness Hachette UK The author of the Molly Murphy mysteries
now turns her attentions to the mischief, mishaps and musings of minor
English royalty My ridiculously long name is Lady Victoria Georgiana
Charlotte Eugenie. Thirty-fourth in line for the throne, I am, as they say,
ﬂat broke. When my brother Binky cut oﬀ my meager allowance, I bolted
from Scotland - and my engagement to Fish-Face (I mean, Prince Siegfried)
- for London, where I have: a) built a ﬁre in the hearth - entirely on my
own, thank you very much b) fallen for an absolutely unsuitable Irish peer
c) made a few quid housekeeping incognito, and d) been summoned by the
Queen Herself to spy on her playboy son. Less than thrilled with this last
bit, I'm wondering what to do, when an arrogant Frenchman - who was
trying to swipe our family estate! - winds up dead in my bathtub. Now, my
new job is to clear that very long family name . . . A Royal Threesome
Penguin Now in one volume--the ﬁrst three "charming and lighthearted"
(Kirkus Reviews) Royal Spyness Mysteries from New York Times bestselling
author Rhys Bowen, featuring the elegant, titled, and stony-broke sleuth
Lady Georgiana Rannoch. HER ROYAL SPYNESS Georgie is forced to earn
her keep as a housekeeper in London when the Queen summons her to spy
on the playboy prince. But when a Frenchman winds up dead in Georgie's
bathtub, it's her job to clear her very long family name. A ROYAL PAIN
While entertaining a Bavarian princess at the Queen's behest, Georgie
ﬁnds herself investigating the rather more worrisome matter of the dead
body in the bookshop, as well as her royal guest's unwitting involvement in
the communist party. ROYAL FLUSH After being saved from scandal by her
on-again-but-mostly-oﬀ-again beau, Darcy O'Mara, Georgie is shipped
home, where Queen Mary wants her to keep Wallis Simpson from seducing
the Prince of Wales, and Scotland Yard wants her to stop one of the
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members of the shooting party at Balmoral from turning their sights from
the quails to His Royal Highness. A Royal Pain Penguin Lady Georgiana ﬁnds
herself in a heap of royal trouble in the second novel in the New York
Times bestselling Royal Spyness Mystery series. London, 1932. Poor Lady
Georgiana—thirty-fourth in line to the throne—has nothing to serve her
Bavarian princess houseguest, even though the Queen of England has
requested that she entertain her. Then there's the matter of the body in
the bookshop and the princess's unwitting involvement with the
Communist party. It's enough to drive a girl mad... Royal Blood Penguin A
royal wedding brings Lady Georgiana Rannoch to Transylvania and lands
her in a truly draining state of aﬀairs in the fourth mystery in the New York
Times bestselling Royal Spyness series. London, 1932. With her hateful
brother Binky in town, Georgie has been desperately seeking an escape. So
when an invitation from the Queen of England arrives asking her to
represent the royals at a wedding in Transylvania—legendary home of
vampires—she's delighted to accept. But when the bride starts acting a
little batty and a prominent wedding guest is poisoned, something must be
done lest the couple's vows become "till undeath do they part..." Royal
Flush Hachette UK In her third Royal Spyness whodunit, Rhys Bowen returns
with Lady Georgiana, thirty-fourth in line to the throne, everyone's favorite
penniless heiress . . . With its posh clientele gone to the country, my
ﬂedgling housecleaning business has ﬁzzled. Now to make a living I must
rely on my other talents, as a dinner-and-theatre companion. But on my
ﬁrst and only assignment, the not-so-gentle man seems to have quite the
wrong idea - and Darcy, my on-again-but-usually-oﬀ-again beau, must
come to my rescue . . . To avoid further scandal, I'm shipped home, like a
naughty schoolgirl, to Castle Rannoch, where I am required to keep the
entirely unsuitable Mrs. Simpson from seducing the Prince of Wales. Oh,
and I've also been coerced into helping Scotland Yard by keeping an eye on
the members of the shooting party at Balmoral and preventing someone
from shooting the Prince of Wales instead of quails. And manage all this
without strangling my odious sister-in-law, Fig, or my spineless brother,
Binky . . . The Last Mrs. Summers Penguin Lady Georgiana Rannoch is just
back from her honeymoon with dashing Darcy O’Mara when a friend in
need pulls her into a twisted Gothic tale of betrayal, deception and, most
deﬁnitely, murder. . . . I am a bit at loose ends at the moment. My cook,
Queenie, is making my new role as mistress of Eynsleigh something akin to
constant torture as Darcy is oﬀ on another one of his top secret jaunts. And
Grandad is busy helping wayward youths avoid lives of crime. So when my
dearest friend, Belinda, inherits an old cottage in Cornwall and begs me to
go with her to inspect the property, I jump at the chance. After a heartstopping journey in Belinda’s beast of a motorcar, we arrive at the creaky
old cottage called White Sails and quickly realize that it is completely
uninhabitable. Just when I’m starting to wonder if I would have been better
oﬀ trying to get Queenie to cook a roast that hasn’t been burnt beyond all
recognition, we meet Rose Summers, a woman Belinda knew as a child
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when she spent time in Cornwall. Rose invites us to stay at Trewoma Hall,
the lovely estate now owned by her husband, Tony. Belinda confesses that
she never liked Rose and had a ﬂing with Tony years ago, so staying with
them is far from ideal but beggars can’t be choosers as they say. Trewoma
is not the idyllic house Belinda remembers. There’s something
claustrophobic and foreboding about the place. Matters aren’t helped by
the oppressively eﬃcient housekeeper Mrs. Mannering or by the fact that
Tony seems to want to rekindle whatever he and Belinda once had right
under his wife’s nose. Our increasingly awkward visit soon turns deadly
when a member of the household is found murdered and all clues point to
Belinda as the prime suspect. I soon learn that some long buried secrets
have come back to haunt those in residence at Trewoma Hall and I’ll need
to sift through the ruins of their past so Belinda doesn’t lose her chance at
freedom in the present. . . . God Rest Ye, Royal Gentlemen Penguin Georgie
is back and hanging the stockings with care when a murder interrupts her
Christmas cheer in this all-new installment in the New York Times
bestselling Royal Spyness series from Rhys Bowen. Georgie is excited for
her ﬁrst Christmas as a married woman in her lovely new home. She
suggests to her dashing husband, Darcy, that they have a little house
party, but when Darcy receives a letter from his aunt Ermintrude, there is
an abrupt change in plans. She has moved to a house on the edge of the
Sandringham estate, near the royal family, and wants to invite Darcy and
his new bride for Christmas. Aunt Ermintrude hints that the queen would
like Georgie nearby. Georgie had not known that Aunt Ermintrude was a
former lady-in-waiting and close conﬁdante of her royal highness. The
letter is therefore almost a royal request, so Georgie, Darcy, and their
Christmas guests: Mummy, Grandad, Fig, and Binky all head to
Sandringham. Georgie soon learns that the notorious Mrs. Simpson,
mistress to the Prince of Wales, will also be in attendance. It is now crystal
clear to Georgie that the Queen expects her to do a bit of spying. There is
tension in the air from the get-go, and when Georgie pays a visit to the
queen, she learns that there is more to her request than just some simple
eavesdropping. There have been a couple of strange accidents at the
estate recently. Two gentlemen of the royal household have died in
mysterious circumstances and another has been shot by mistake during a
hunt. Georgie begins to suspect that a member of the royal family is the
real target but her investigation will put her new husband and love of her
life, Darcy, in the crosshairs of a killer. Heirs and Graces Berkley While
grooming the Duke's newfound heir, Jack Altringham, for high society, Lady
Georgiana Rannoch ﬁnds herself investigating murder when the Duke's
body is found with Jack's hunting knife in its back. Love and Death Among
the Cheetahs Penguin Georgie and Darcy are ﬁnally on their honeymoon in
Kenya's Happy Valley, but murder crashes the party in this all-new
installment in the New York Times bestselling series. I was so excited when
Darcy announced out of the blue that we were ﬂying to Kenya for our
extended honeymoon. Now that we are here, I suspect he has actually
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been sent to fulﬁll another secret mission. I am trying very hard not to pick
a ﬁght about it, because after all, we are in paradise! Darcy ﬁnally conﬁdes
that there have been robberies in London and Paris. It seems the thief was
a member of the aristocracy and may have ﬂed to Kenya. Since we are
staying in the Happy Valley—the center of upper-class English life—we are
well positioned to hunt for clues and ferret out possible suspects. Now that
I am a sophisticated married woman, I am doing my best to sound like one.
But crikey! These aristocrats are a thoroughly loathsome sort enjoying a
completely decadent lifestyle ﬁlled with wild parties and rampant
inﬁdelity. And one of the leading lights in the community, Lord Cheriton,
has the nerve to make a play for me. While I am on my honeymoon! Of
course, I put an end to that right oﬀ. When he is found bloodied and
lifeless along a lonely stretch of road, it appears he fell victim to a lion. But
it seems that the Happy Valley community wants to close the case a bit too
quickly. Darcy and I soon discover that there is much more than a simple
robbery and an animal attack to contend with here in Kenya. Nearly
everyone has a motive to want Lord Cheriton dead and some will go to
great lengths to silence anyone who asks too many questions. The hunt is
on! I just hope I can survive my honeymoon long enough to catch a killer. .
. . Naughty In Nice Penguin In the ﬁfth Royal Spyness Mystery, Lady
Georgiana Rannoch discovers that being a minor royal has its privileges
when she visits the glamorous—and dangerous—French Riviera… London,
1933. Her Majesty the Queen is sending Georgie oﬀ to Nice with a secret
assignment—to recover her priceless, stolen snuﬀ box from the
disreputable Sir Toby Groper. Her Majesty’s trust is an honor, but an even
greater honor is bestowed upon Georgie in Nice when none other than
Coco Chanel asks her to model the latest fashions. Unfortunately, things go
disastrously wrong on the catwalk and before Georgie can snatch the snuﬀ
box, someone’s life is snuﬀed out in a very dastardly way. With a murderer
on the loose—and Georgie's beau Darcy seen in the company of another
woman—how’s a girl to ﬁnd any time to go to the casino? On Her Majesty's
Frightfully Secret Service Penguin Lady Georgiana Rannoch juggles secret
missions from the Queen, her beau, and her mother in this mystery in the
Royal Spyness series. When royal sleuth Georgie Rannoch receives a letter
from her dearest friend Belinda, who's in an Italian villa awaiting the birth
of her illegitimate baby, she yearns to run to her side. If only she could ﬁnd
a way to get there! But then opportunity presents itself in a most
unexpected way—her cousin the queen asks her to attend a house party in
the Italian Lake Country. The Prince of Wales and the dreadful Mrs.
Simpson have been invited, and Her Majesty is anxious to thwart a possible
secret wedding. What luck! A chance to see Belinda, even if it is under the
guise of stopping unwanted nuptials. Only that's as far as Georgie's
fortune takes her. She soon discovers that she attended ﬁnishing school
with the hostess of the party—and the hatred they had for each other then
has barely dimmed. Plus, she needs to hide Belinda's delicate condition
from the other guests. And her dashing beau, Darcy's (naturally) working
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undercover on a dangerous mission. Then her actress mother shows up,
with a not-so-little task to perform. With all this subterfuge, it seems
something is bound to go horribly wrong—and Georgie will no doubt be left
to pick up the pieces when it does. The Twelve Clues of Christmas Penguin
While serving as an assistant to the hostess of a large Christmas house
party in Tiddleton-under-Lovey, Georgie gets the attention of her retired
detective grandfather after dead bodies begin showing up. Crowned and
Dangerous Penguin Lady Georgiana Rannoch knows nothing is simple when
you’re thirty-ﬁfth in line for the British crown, but her upcoming marriage
proves to be the ultimate complication in the tenth mystery in the New
York Times bestselling Royal Spyness series. As Lady Georgiana's beloved
Darcy drives her out of London, she soon discovers that he isn’t planning
to introduce her to the pleasures of sinning in secret—as she had
hoped—but to make her his wife! Of course, she'll need special permission
from the king to marry a Roman Catholic. Though he will inherit a title,
Darcy is as broke as Georgie. Even his family’s Irish castle has been sold to
a rich American who now employs his father. Nothing will deter them from
their mission—except perhaps the news that Georgie's future father-in-law
has just been arrested for murdering the rich American. With the
elopement postponed, they head for Ireland, where the suspect insists he’s
innocent, and it’s up to them to prove it—for better or worse. The Face in
the Mirror Hachette UK Molly Murphy—Molly Sullivan, now that she and
Daniel are ﬁnally married—is bored. Having given up her detective agency
when she married, she now ﬁnds that her life is much less exciting, her
days an endless stretch of housekeeping and chores. But when Molly
secretly attends a suﬀragist meeting with her friends Sid and Gus and
meets a shy, distracted woman who claims to live in a haunted house,
everything is about to change. Rhys Bowen’s short story The Face in the
Mirror oﬀers just the taste of mystery and mayhem fans will need to tide
them over until the next Molly Murphy novel. Masked Ball at Broxley Manor
Hachette UK A delectable prequel to the national bestselling Royal Spyness
mysteries featuring Lady Georgiana Rannoch - thirty forth in line to the
throne, and England's poorest heiress. At the end of her ﬁrst unsuccessful
season out in society, Lady Georgiana has all but given up on attracting a
suitable man - until she receives an invitation to a masked Halloween ball
at Broxley Manor. Georgie is uncertain why she was invited, until she
learns that the royal family intends to marry her oﬀ to a foreign prince, one
reputed to be mad. When the prince, dressed as the devil, rescues her
from an embarrassing situation at the ball, Georgie is surprised to ﬁnd her
unwanted suitor to be a dashing, charming man - especially when he pulls
her aside and gives her the kiss of a lifetime. But as the time comes for the
unmasking, Georgie's rescuer vanishes and the party is thrown into chaos,
making it clear that everything at Broxley Manor is not as it appears . . .
Malice at the Palace Penguin While on royal assignment at Kensington
Palace, Lady Georgiana's services to the Greek princess betrothed to
Prince George are complicated by the murder of a society beauty rumored
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to have been one of the prince's mistresses. Peril in Paris Penguin Georgie is
back with an all-new mystery to solve in the New York Times bestselling
Royal Spyness series. The Body in the Garden A Lily Adler Mystery Crooked
Lane Books Perfect for fans of Tasha Alexander and Rhys Bowen, Katharine
Schellman's debut novel is sure to delight. London 1815. Though newlywidowed Lily Adler is returning to a society that frowns on independent
women, she is determined to create a meaningful life for herself even
without a husband. She's no stranger to the glittering world of London's
upper crust. At a ball thrown by her oldest friend, Lady Walter, she expects
the scandal, gossip, and secrets. What she doesn't expect is the dead body
in Lady Walter's garden. Lily overheard the man just minutes before he
was shot: young, desperate, and attempting blackmail. But she's willing to
leave the matter to the local constables--until Lord Walter bribes the
investigating magistrate to drop the case. Stunned and confused, Lily
realizes she's the only one with the key to catching the killer. Aided by a
roguish navy captain and a mysterious heiress from the West Indies, Lily
sets out to discover whether her friend's husband is mixed up in blackmail
and murder. The unlikely team tries to conceal their investigation behind
the whirl of London's social season, but the dead man knew secrets about
people with power. Secrets that they would kill to keep hidden. Now, Lily
will have to uncover the truth, before she becomes the murderer's next
target. Molly Murphy Series Minotaur Books From the author of In Farleigh
Field... Rhys Bowen's New York Times bestselling Molly Murphy series
consistently charms readers with its characteristic blend of atmospheric
turn-of-the-century history, clever mystery plotting, and sparkling
characters. An intrepid Irish immigrant in early-1900s New York City,
Molly's most unladylike career as a private detective brings her face-toface with some of the city's most dangerous killers, and one handsome
police detective. Here together for the ﬁrst time in a fabulous eBook
bundle are the ﬁrst ﬁfteen of Bowen's popular Molly Murphy novels:
Murphy's Law Death of Riley For the Love of Mike In Like Flynn Oh Danny
Boy In Dublin's Fair City Tell Me, Pretty Maiden In a Gilded Cage The Last
Illusion Bless the Bride Hush Now, Don't You Cry The Family Way City of
Darkness and Light The Edge of Dreams Away in a Manger Queen of Hearts
Hachette UK Lady Georgiana Rannoch, thirty-ﬁfth in line for the British
throne, knows how to play the part of an almost royal - but now she's oﬀ to
Hollywood, where she must reprise her role as sleuth or risk starring in an
all-too-convincing death scene . . . My mother, the glamorous and muchmarried actress, is hearing wedding bells once again - which is why she
must hop across the pond for a quickie divorce in Reno. To oﬀer my moral
support, and since all expenses are paid by her new hubby-to-be, Max, I
agree to make the voyage with her. Crossing the Atlantic, with adventure
in the air and wealthy men aboard, Mother all but forgets about Max and
matrimony - especially when movie mogul Cy Goldman insists on casting
her in his next picture. Meanwhile, I ﬁnd myself caught up in the secret
investigation of a suspected jewel thief. Lucky for me, the lead investigator
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happens to be my dashing beau, Darcy! Mother's movie and Darcy's larceny
lead everyone to Cy's Hollywood home, where the likes of Charlie Chaplin
are hanging about and there's enough romantic intrigue to ﬁll a double
feature. But we hardly get a chance to work out the sleeping arrangements
before Cy turns up dead - as if there wasn't enough drama already . . . Four
Funerals and Maybe a Wedding Penguin In the days leading up to her
wedding to Darcy O'Mara, Lady Georgiana Rannoch takes on the
responsibilities of a grand estate, but proving she can run a household just
may be the death of her in the new Royal Spyness Mystery from the New
York Times bestselling author of On Her Majesty's Frightfully Secret
Service. If only Darcy and I had eloped! What I thought would be a simple
wedding has been transformed into a grand aﬀair, thanks to the
attendance of the queen, who has oﬀered up the princesses as
bridesmaids. Silly me! I thought that withdrawing from the royal line of
succession would simplify my life. But before Darcy and I tie the knot in
front of queen and country, we have to ﬁnd a place to live as man and
wife... House hunting turns out to be a pretty grim aﬀair. Just as we start
to lose hope, my globetrotting godfather oﬀers us his fully staﬀed country
estate. Mistress of Eynsleigh I shall be! With Darcy oﬀ in parts unknown, I
head to Eynsleigh alone, only to have my hopes dashed. The grounds are in
disarray and the small staﬀ is suspiciously incompetent. Not to mention
the gas tap leak in my bedroom, which I can only imagine was an attempt
on my life. Something rotten is afoot--and bringing the place up to snuﬀ
may put me six feet under before I even get a chance to walk down the
aisle... Murphy's Law Hachette UK Murphy's Law is the captivating ﬁrst novel
in Rhys Bowen's New York Times bestselling Molly Murphy series. Molly
Murphy always knew she'd end up in trouble - just as her mother had
predicted. After committing a murder in self-defense, Molly is forced to ﬂee
her cherished Ireland for the anonymous shores of America. Arriving in
New York, and seeing the welcoming promise of freedom in the Statue of
Liberty, Molly begins to breathe a little easier. But when a man is
murdered on Ellis Island, a man Molly was seen arguing with, she becomes
a prime suspect in the crime. If she can't clear her name, Molly will be sent
back to Ireland where the gallows await. Using her Irish charm and sharp
wit, she escapes Ellis Island and sets out to ﬁnd the wily killer on her own.
Pounding the notorious streets of Hell's Kitchen and the Lower East Side,
Molly undertakes a desperate mission to clear her name before her deadly
past comes back to haunt her new future. 'Irish humour and gritty
determination... with charm and optimism' Anne Perry 'Delightful... as
ever, Bowen does a splendid job of capturing the ﬂavour of early
twentieth-century New York and bringing to life its warm and human
inhabitants' Publishers Weekly 'Molly grows ever more engaging against a
vibrant background of New York's dark side at the turn of the century'
Kirkus Reviews The Molly Murphy Series, Books 1-3 Murphy's Law; Death of
Riley; For the Love of Mike Minotaur Books From the author of In Farleigh
Field... Rhys Bowen's New York Times bestselling Molly Murphy series
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consistently charms readers with its characteristic blend of atmospheric
turn-of-the-century history, clever mystery plotting, and sparkling
characters. Here together for the ﬁrst time in a fabulous eBook bundle are
the ﬁrst three of Bowen's popular Molly Murphy novels: Murphy's Law After
being framed for murder in her native Ireland, Molly Murphy escapes to
America, where she becomes entangled in another murder case. To clear
her name, she risks everything and pairs up with handsome New York
police detective Daniel Sullivan to ﬁnd the real murderer. Death of Riley
Molly has taken a job with tough Cockney private investigator Paddy Riley,
but her life turns upside down when she shows up at work one day to ﬁnd
Riley dead. For the Love of Mike Molly is struggling to ﬁnd work as a
private investigator when suddenly two business opportunities pop up
simultaneously: An aristocratic family hires Molly to track down their
daughter, and she's asked to investigate a potential case of industrial
espionage in the garment business. The Wolf Princess Scholastic Inc. A
captivating, atmospheric mystery set in the crystalline winterland of
Russia. Abandoned in a blinding blizzard in the wintry wilds of Russia,
Sophie Smith fears for her life. But just like in a fairy tale, a princess comes
to her rescue: the beautiful, exotic Anna Volkonskaya. Over a river of ice in
a horse-drawn sleigh, she brings Sophie and her friends to a magniﬁcent, if
weathered, winter palace. At ﬁrst, Sophie is enchanted by Princess Anna's
stories of long-ago royalty, of white wolves and gray diamonds. But when
the princess takes a particular interest in her, Sophie grows concerned.
What is her place in the sinister mystery that surrounds her? Even as the
wind and wolves howl outside, is she more in danger now, a prisoner of the
palace, than she ever was lost in the snow? Evans Above Macmillan As
constable of the Welsh village of Llanfair, Evan Evans enjoys the quiet life
among the town's eccentrics, until two visiting hikers are found dead, and
Evan must discover the link between their murder and the destruction of
prize-winning tomatoes. The Family Way Hachette UK Molly Sullivan is a year
into her marriage, expecting her ﬁrst child, and conﬁned to the life of a
housewife. She's restless and irritable in the enforced idleness of
pregnancy and the heat of a New York summer in 1905. So when a trip to
the post oﬃce brings a letter addressed to her old detective agency asking
her to locate a missing Irish serving maid, Molly ﬁgures it couldn't hurt to
at least ask around, despite her promise to Daniel to give up her old career
as a detective. On the same day, Molly learns that ﬁve babies have been
kidnapped in the past month. Refusing to let Molly help with the
kidnapping investigation, Daniel sends her away to spend the summer with
his mother. But even in the quiet, leafy suburbs, Molly's own pending
motherhood makes her unable to ignore these missing children. What she
uncovers will lead her on a terrifying journey through all levels of society,
putting her life - and that of her baby - in danger. Death at Wentwater
Court Hachette UK No stranger to sprawling country estates, well-heeled
Daisy Dalrymple is breaking new ground at Wentwater Court to cover a
story for Town & Country magazine. But her interview gives way to
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interrogation when suave Lord Stephen Astwick meets a chilly end on the
tranquil skating pond. With evidence that his death was anything but
accidental, Daisy joins forces with Scotland Yard so the culprit can't slip
through their ﬁngers like the unfortunate Astwick slipped through the ice
... Praise for The Daisy Dalrymple Mysteries: 'Appropriate historical detail
and witty dialogue are the ﬁnishing touches on this engaging 1920s period
piece.' Publishers Weekly 'As always, Dunn evokes the life and times of
1920s England while providing a plot that is a cut above... This will delight
readers who love country-house mysteries.' Booklist The Ghost of
Christmas Past A Molly Murphy Mystery Minotaur Books From Rhys Bowen,
the author of In Farleigh Field, comes the next Molly Murphy mystery: The
Ghost of Christmas Past. Semi-retired private detective Molly Murphy
Sullivan is suﬀering from depression after a miscarriage following her
adventure in San Francisco during the earthquake of 1906. She and her
husband, Daniel, are invited for Christmas at a mansion on the Hudson,
and they gratefully accept, expecting a peaceful and relaxing holiday
season. Not long after they arrive, however, they start to feel the tension
in the house’s atmosphere. Then they learn that the host couple's young
daughter wandered out into the snow ten years ago and was never seen
again. Molly can identify with the mother's pain at never knowing what
happened to her child and wants to help, but there is so little to go on. No
ransom note. No body ever found. But Molly slowly begins to suspect that
the occupants of the house know more than they are letting on. Then, on
Christmas Eve, there is a knock at the door and a young girl stands there.
"I'm Charlotte," she says. "I've come home." The Victory Garden Lake Union
Publishing From the bestselling author of The Tuscan Child comes a
beautiful and heart-rending novel of a woman's love and sacriﬁce during
the First World War. As the Great War continues to take its toll, headstrong
twenty-one-year-old Emily Bryce is determined to contribute to the war
eﬀort. She is convinced by a cheeky and handsome Australian pilot that
she can do more, and it is not long before she falls in love with him and
accepts his proposal of marriage. When he is sent back to the front, Emily
volunteers as a "land girl," tending to the neglected grounds of a large
Devonshire estate. It's here that Emily discovers the long-forgotten
journals of a medicine woman who devoted her life to her herbal garden.
The journals inspire Emily, and in the wake of devastating news, they are
her saving grace. Emily's lover has not only died a hero but has left her
terriﬁed--and with child. Since no one knows that Emily was never married,
she adopts the charade of a war widow. As Emily learns more about the
volatile power of healing with herbs, the found journals will bring her to
the brink of disaster, but may open a path to her destiny. In Farleigh Field
Center Point "World War II comes to Farleigh Place, the ancestral home of
Lord Westerham and his ﬁve daughters, when a soldier with a failed
parachute falls to his death on the estate. MI5 operative and family friend
Ben Cresswell is covertly tasked with determining if the man is a German
spy"-- Three Hours in Paris Soho Press In June of 1940, when Paris fell to the
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Nazis, Hitler spent a total of three hours in the City of Light—abruptly
leaving, never to return. To this day, no one knows why. Kate Rees, a
young American markswoman, has been recruited by British intelligence to
drop into Paris with a dangerous assignment: assassinate the Führer.
Wrecked by grief after a Luftwaﬀe bombing killed her husband and infant
daughter, she is armed with a riﬂe, a vendetta, and a ﬁerce resolve. But
other than rushed and rudimentary instruction, she has no formal spy
training. Thrust into the red-hot center of the war, a country girl from rural
Oregon ﬁnds herself holding the fate of the world in her hands. When Kate
misses her mark and the plan unravels, Kate is on the run for her life—all
the time wrestling with the suspicion that the whole operation was a setup. New York Times bestselling author Cara Black is at her best as she
brings Occupation-era France to vivid life in this masterful, pulse-pounding
story about one young woman with the temerity—and drive—to take on
Hitler himself. *Features an illustrated map of 1940s Paris as full color
endpapers. A Death in Chelsea A Mayfair 100 Mystery Crooked Lane Books
The intrepid women of Mayfair 100 are up against a deadly and elusive
enemy--and the darkest secrets of Britain's upper crust--in the second nailbiting installment of Lynn Brittney's Mayfair 100 mysteries. In the dark
days of World War I, an aristocrat's suspicious suicide propels a one-of-akind crime-ﬁghting team into a sordid world of blackmail, betrayal, and
tragic secrets. When the phone rings at the Mayfair 100 exchange, the
news is rarely good, and this time is no exception. The Duchess of
Penhere's daughter, notorious society gossip queen Lady Adeline Treborne,
has been found dead in her room in what appears to be a suicide--but her
family suspects foul play. The secret Mayfair team of amateur female
detectives has been restlessly awaiting their next case, and this will prove
one of their thorniest. When Dr. Caroline Allardyce performs an autopsy,
she is able to conclusively prove that the woman was murdered. Lady
Treborne had made many enemies through her vicious gossip column, so
there's no shortage of suspects. Supported by a cadre of professional
police oﬃcers, the Mayfair women launch their investigation, but there's
much more to this case than meets the eye. As they venture into a world
that lays bare London high life at its lowest, the team soon begins to
comprehend the danger at hand--and how this tangled web of treachery
could ensnare anyone who gets too close. Premeditated Myrtle (Myrtle
Hardcastle Mystery 1) Hachette UK This Edgar Award-winning cozy mystery
series for middle-graders introduces us to Myrtle Hardcastle, everyone's
favorite 12-year-old amateur detective and Young Lady of Quality.
Wickedly smart and keenly interested in the new tools of criminology,
Myrtle has a nose for murder in the Victorian English village where she
lives with her father, who is the local prosecutor, and her governess, Miss
Judson. More mysteries await in How to Get Away with Myrtle (Book 2) and
Cold-Blooded Myrtle (Book 3). Where the Sky Begins Lake Union Publishing A
woman's future is determined by fate and choice in a gripping WWII novel
about danger, triumph, and second chances by the New York Times
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bestselling author of The Venice Sketchbook and The Tuscan Child. London,
1940. Bombs fall and Josie Banks's world crumbles around her. Her
overbearing husband, Stan, is unreachable, called to service. Her home, a
ruin of rubble and ash. Josie's beloved tearoom boss has been killed, and
Josie herself is injured, with nothing left and nowhere to go. Evacuated to
the English countryside, Josie ends up at the estate of the aristocratic Miss
Harcourt, a reluctant host to the survivors of the Blitz. Awed as she is by
the magniﬁcent landscape, Josie sees opportunity. Josie convinces Miss
Harcourt to let her open a humble tea shop, seeing it as a chance for
everyone to begin again. When Josie meets Mike Johnson, a handsome
Canadian pilot stationed at a neighboring bomber base, a growing intimacy
brings her an inner peace she's never felt before. Then Stan returns from
the war. Now a threat looms larger than anyone imagined. And a
dangerous secret is about to upend Josie's life again. Her newfound
courage will be put to the test if she is to emerge, like a survivor,
triumphant. Death at the Seaside Book 8 in the Kate Shackleton mysteries
Hachette UK 'Frances Brody has made it to the top rank of crime writers'
Daily Mail 'Brody's writing is like her central character Kate Shackleton:
witty, acerbic and very, very perceptive' Ann Cleeves AN IDYLLIC SEASIDE
TOWN Nothing ever happens in August, and tenacious sleuth Kate
Shackleton deserves a break. Heading oﬀ for a long-overdue holiday to
Whitby, she visits her school friend Alma who works as a fortune teller
there. A MISSING GIRL Kate had been looking forward to a relaxing seaside
sojourn, but upon arrival discovers that Alma's daughter Felicity has
disappeared, leaving her mother a note and the pawn ticket for their only
asset: a watch-guard. What makes this more intriguing is the jeweller who
advanced Felicity the thirty shillings is Jack Phillips, Alma's current
gentleman friend. A COMPLEX MYSTERY TO SOLVE Kate can't help but
become involved, and goes to the jeweller's shop to get some answers.
When she makes a horrifying discovery in the back room, it soon becomes
clear that her services are needed. Met by a wall of silence by town
oﬃcials, keen to maintain Whitby's idyllic façade, it's up to Kate to
discover the truth behind Felicity's disappearance. Praise for Frances
Brody's Kate Shackleton series: 'Delightful' People's Friend 'Frances Brody
matches a heroine of free and independent spirit with a vivid evocation of
time and place . . . a novel to cherish' Barry Turner, Daily Mail 'Brody's
excellent mystery splendidly captures the conﬂicts and attitudes of the
time with well-developed characters' RT Book Reviews 'Kate Shackleton is
a splendid heroine' Ann Granger Evanly Choirs Macmillan The murder of
world-famous tenor Ifor Llewelyn ﬁnds Constable Evan Evans investigating
the sour notes lurking in the libretto of a great opera star. Reprint. Her
Royal Spyness Her name is Lady Victoria Georgina Charlotte Eugenie,
daughter to the Duke of Atholt & Rannoch. She's ﬂat broke. A girl of her
standing should be hosting fetes, & marrying into a noble family. But she's
bolted from Scotland & her impending nuptials. Crossover Readers'
Advisory: Maximize Your Collection to Meet Reader Satisfaction ABC-CLIO
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Help maximize your existing collection with this browsable volume
containing titles that serve double-duty with their appeal to both teens and
adults and cover genres spanning crime novels, romance, horror, science
ﬁction, and more. • Features annotations that focus on reader appeal
factors • Provides lists of titles as well as tips for using them with readers
• Considers the appeal of various genres to adults and young adults •
Acknowledges format availability, including various digital formats
Glamour Girls A Novel Alcove Press USA Today bestselling author Marty
Wingate's historical debut is "like reading a personal diary of the brave
women who were unsung heroes of WWII," (Rhys Bowen, Royal Spyness
mysteries) and will delight readers of Kelly Rimmer's The Things We
Cannot Say and Noelle Salazar's The Flight Girls. During World War II,
farmer's daughter Rosalie Wright becomes a pilot assisting the RAF. But
will a romantic rivalry send her aerial dreams plummeting to earth? Ever
since she was 10 years old, Rosalie Wright's eyes have been on the skies.
But at the age of 18, on the verge of earning her pilot's license, the English
farmer's daughter watches her dreams of becoming an aviatrix ﬂy away
without her. Britain's entry into World War II brings civilian aviation to a
standstill. Then, Rosalie's father dies, leaving her, her mother, and her
brothers to run the farm. Everything changes when she learns that the Air
Transport Authority is recruiting women pilots to ferry warplanes across
Britain to RAF bases. Despite her mother's objections, Rosalie cannot resist
the call of her country--and the lure of the skies. During her training on
Gipsy Moth aircraft, Rosalie forms a fast friendship with fellow ﬂyer
Caroline Andrews. Her trusty Ferry Pilots Notebook by her side, Rosalie
delivers to ﬁve airﬁelds in a day--while ﬁghting an endless battle against
skeptical male pilots and ground crews. She would much rather spend her
time on the wing than on the arm of any man...until she meets gruﬀ pilot
Snug Durrant and RAF squadron leader Alan Chersey. Snug is a cynical,
wisecracking playboy, and Alan is every WAAF's heartthrob...and Rosalie
catches both their eyes. As the war drags on, and casualties mount, will
love and tragedy send Rosalie's exhilarating airborne life crashing to the
ground? Evan Help Us Macmillan Evan Evans, the new Constable of Llanfair,
a village in North Wales, ﬁnds his everyday routine turned upside down by
the return of a prodigal son with plans to build a tourist attraction, a
divisive scheme that leads to a mysterious double homicide.
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